ABSTRACT Carrier frequency offset (CFO), which often occurs due to the mismatch between the local oscillators in transmitter and receiver, limits the performance of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication systems. To recover the CFO, the first step is coarse CFO estimation. This paper presents a neural network (NN) based coarse CFO estimator which has higher compatibility with a variety of MIMO systems, comparing with traditional CFO estimators. Instead of performing closed form calculation as some traditional estimators do, the proposed estimator transforms the estimation problem to a classification problem: classify the optimal coarse CFO estimate from a pool of coarse CFO candidates. Taking the advantage of neural networks, the proposed NN estimator can perform coarse CFO estimations for MIMO systems with different numbers of antennas and a variety of channel models. Meanwhile, the testing results show that the proposed NN estimator has promising performance and wide CFO acquisition range.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the emerging machine learning techniques lead researchers to think and design the physical layer of communication systems from a new aspect. In recent decade, a number of machine learning applications in wireless communications have been under investigation [1] - [5] . These applications consist of self-adaptive communication systems (cognitive radio), channel estimation, modulation recognition, and so on.
In [1] , a model for cognitive radio was proposed, discussing the scenarios and applications that machine learning could benefit cognitive radio in wireless communications. Since machine learning techniques are well fitted for cognitive radios' demands, more research works were conducted in [2] , [6] , [7] . Meanwhile, the success of machine learning techniques in cognitive radio gradually brings the attention of researchers in traditional wireless communications domain. Investigations on machine learning methods in traditional wireless communication systems are carried in [3] , [8] - [11] .
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In [8] , it was pointed that machine learning techniques may improve the traditional communication technologies such as channel estimation and peak-to-average ratio (PAPR) reduction, as well as emerging application fields of communications such as smart cities and internet of things (IoT). In [3] , a group of researchers applied a convolutional neural network (CNN) in a typical wireless receiver, accomplishing the task of modulation recognition. Later, this group extended their work by interpreting an entire wireless communication system as an autoencoder [4] , [12] . In [10] , machine learning approaches were investigated to obtain intelligent dynamic spectrum access strategies, followed by the results that the implemented NN can effectively decrease spectrum access collision rate. In [4] , [12] , the entire communications system with transmitter and receiver was treated as an entity and trained as a black box to perform end-to-end transmission. The design was innovative, but it also brought the problem that the users can hardly debug the system or make modifications. Besides, the research works in [13] show that NN can be employed in part of a communication system, such as signal detection and channel estimation. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ However, to the best of authors' knowledge, there is currently a lack of studies on carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimations using machine learning techniques. CFO is one of the most common impairments in wireless communication systems, which often occurs due to the oscillator frequency mismatch or Doppler shift. Once CFO occurs, the received signal is shifted by a certain amount in frequency domain and is distorted in time domain, preventing users from obtaining correct messages. Therefore, CFO estimation is usually the first step at receiver side. CFO estimation usually consists of two steps: coarse estimation and fine estimation. Traditional CFO estimation approaches take the advantage of system models and solve the estimation problem using well formulated mathematical equations. Because of well proposed system models, traditional estimation methods can achieve high estimation accuracy for specific system models, while sometimes may lose generality. In [14] , a maximumlikelihood (ML) estimator was proposed for single-inputsingle-output (SISO) system and linear approximation is employed for coarse estimation of the CFO. Later in [15] , the proposed differential correlation method was derived for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. More recently, CFO estimation problem in MIMO systems was investigated in [16] and a closed form ML estimator was proposed for flat/slow fading channel. Unfortunately, the aforementioned methods are not resistant to multipath fading effects. In [17] - [20] , a group of researchers investigated the CFO estimation problem in massive MIMO multiuser OFDM systems where multipath channel models are considered. In [17] , a computationally efficient blind CFO estimator was presented for MIMO OFDM system where the minimization of cost function is computationally efficient. The proposed method in [18] utilized scattered pilot subcarriers to separately estimate CFO for each user so that multidimensional search can be avoided. Another CFO estimator for multi-user MIMO OFDM systems was proposed in [19] , taking a joint spatial-frequency alignment procedure so that the CFO can be estimated for users separately. Later in [20] , an angledomain adaptive filtering based CFO synchronization method was proposed. This method performs a two-stage multiuser interference (MUI) suppression so that the CFO of users with separate or overlapped angle-of-arrival regions can be estimated individually.
In this paper, we study the signal distortion brought by CFO and propose a neural network (NN) based estimator for coarse CFO estimation in MIMO systems. This paper also presents the results of proposed NN estimator, and demonstrates that the proposed estimator has the ability to accommodate a variety of channel models. The main contributions are: 1) We propose a neural network based estimator for coarse CFO estimation in MIMO systems. The neural network is trained with the data from AWGN, flat/slow fading and multipath channels, and therefore can accommodate a variety of channel models. 2) The proposed NN estimator can perform coarse CFO estimation for wireless communication systems with different numbers of antennas. Before feeding the received signal to neural network for coarse CFO estimation, we introduce a data reshaping and selection method so that the signals at all receive antennas are mixed and treated as a whole. Therefore, retraining is not required when the number of antennas changes.
3) The proposed NN estimator shows promising performance and also has wide CFO acquisition range. At the same time, enlightened by the great success of machine learning technologies in cognitive radio, the proposed estimator considers generality and compatibility as features. In the future, the proposed NN estimator may provide inspiration of designing traditional wireless systems with higher compatibility. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the channel models as well as notations are given in order to provide an overview from system aspect. In Section III, traditional coarse CFO estimation methods are briefly reviewed, then we transform the coarse CFO estimation problem into a classification problem. Following the statement of the classification problem, the proposed NN estimator is illustrated in details. In Section IV, training and testing are conducted to show the performance of proposed NN estimator, and the results are analyzed and discussed over a variety of aspects such as classification accuracy, consistency over signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) range, and compatibility over different system models. Finally in Section V, the conclusion is addressed.
Notation Convention: The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS
We send length n pilot signal S = s k,t k,t ∈ C N ×l t through the channel, with sample period t b . The pilot signals, known to the receivers, are orthogonal for different transmit antennas, i.e., s t 1 ⊥ s t 2 Define x ∈ C N ×l t as the pilot signal with the effect of carrier frequency offset, t b denotes the sample period and f δ denotes the CFO, we have
where
is the CFO matrix.
The general model of a MIMO system is shown in Figure 1 .
A. AWGN CHANNEL
AWGN channel is the the most basic channel model of wireless communication systems. In an AWGN channel, additive white Gaussian noise is the only disturbance and channel does not bring any phase rotation to the transmitted signal. Assume the transmitter has l t antennas, the receiver has l r antennas and the MIMO system is in a place where the channel of each link is an AWGN channel. Let h r,t be the channel coefficient from the t-th transmit antenna to the r-th receive antenna, then we have h = h t,r t,r ∈ C l t ×l r where h t,r = 1, ∀t, r. Define n = n r r=1:l r ∈ C N ×l r as the noise at receiver, and the noise has complex normal distribution CN 0, E n † r n r . Taking the signal model in Equation (1), the received signal can be expressed as
For r-th receive antenna, the received signal can be written as [21] 
B. FLAT/SLOW FADING CHANNEL
Suppose the transmitter has l t antennas, the receiver has l r antennas and the MIMO system is in a flat fading or slow fading channel where the channel state is assumed to be constant during the transmission of a single frame. Define channel coefficient matrix as h = [h t,r ] t,r ∈ C l t ×l r where h t,r is the channel coefficient from the t-th transmit antenna to the r-th receive antenna. Define n = n r r=1:l r ∈ C N ×l r as the noise at receiver, and the noise has complex normal distribution CN 0, E n † r n r . Taking the signal model in Equation (1), the signal at receiver is
For r-th receive antenna, the received signal can be written as [16] 
In wireless communications, multipath channel is a channel through which the signal has two or more paths. The causes of multipath fading include reflection, diffraction, scattering and some other physical phenomena. The multipath channel model is demonstrated as follows. Consider the transmitted pilot signal as described at the beginning of Section II. During the transmission, the signal travels through a multipath channel. For the channel between t-th transmit antenna and r-th receive antenna, the length of channel response h t,r is m. Define n = n r r=1:l r ∈ C N ×l r as the noise at receiver, and the noise has complex normal distribution CN 0, E n † r n r . Assume frequency offset f δ does not change during each frame, then the received signal at r-th receive antenna can be expressed as
h t,r * x t + n r (7) or in scalar form as
III. NEURAL NETWORK BASED ESTIMATOR
In this section, some traditional coarse CFO estimation methods are briefly reviewed and discussed, and then NN based coarse CFO estimator is illustrated, including architecture of proposed NN estimator and details about layers in the network. Due to limited space, however, some details such as loss function and activation layer are demonstrated in short.
A. TRADITIONAL COARSE CFO/IFO ESTIMATION METHODS
Before machine learning methods are emerging into the blueprint, traditional CFO estimation methods of wireless VOLUME 7, 2019 communications were mainly mathematical methods. For the coarse CFO estimation in wireless systems, the most intuitive method is fast Fourier transform (FFT). The receiver takes FFT of the received signal, finds the peak of spectrum and roughly calculates how much frequency the signal has been shifted. The FFT based method is intuitively straightforward, but the FFT module is very complex and sometimes noise could ruin the estimation results. There are some other methods besides the FFT based estimator. For example, the distortion introduced by CFO results in a phase shift between adjacent samples, therefore by tracking the phase shift using phase-lock-loop (PLL) or Costas loop based estimator, one can compensate the impact brought by CFO. Decision-directed method, which is a frequently used constellation-dependent CFO estimation method, compares the phase difference between the received signal and constellation to estimate the CFO.
ML based estimator is another promising solution to coarse CFO estimations. Researchers formulate the ML based estimators for different MIMO systems and propose the solutions to find the corresponding coarse CFO estimates which maximize the proposed likelihood functions.
For all the methods above, however, there are still drawbacks need to be improved. First, the CFO acquisition range of tracking approaches such as PLL is limited. If a wireless system suffers severe CFO, the tracking methods do not function well. Second, the likelihood functions for maximumlikelihood estimators are derived for specific systems models, leading to the fact that the estimator derived for one system model cannot be applied to another, or vise versa.
B. NEURAL NETWORK FOR COARSE/INTEGER FREQUENCY OFFSET ESTIMATION
In recent years, traditional wireless communications is taking a shift towards ''smart'' wireless communications, which indicates the convergence of machine learning technologies and wireless communications. Therefore, applying neural network to solve the coarse CFO estimation problem may contribute to the transition progress. For the system and channel models demonstrated in Section II, the NN estimator for coarse CFO estimations is expected to take the received signal, learn the estimation rules accordingly and find out the CFO estimatef δ . In traditional wireless communications, ML based grid search is one of the most popular solutions to coarse CFO estimation problem [22] - [24] . The grid search method calculates the value of likelihood function with a number of possible CFO candidates and searches for the optimal CFO candidate that maximizes the likelihood function. Now reconsider the idea of ML based grid search method in the way of classification. Instead of trying out all candidates and searching for the optimal one, using the classification method we can classify which CFO candidate is the one closest to ground truth. Therefore, inspired by the ML based grid search method, we propose an NN estimator, and the NN estimator classifies the optimal CFO candidate. Figure 2 shows the general process of coarse CFO estimations using proposed NN estimator. During the training process, training data is captured and splitted for training and validation. The data for training is first fed to the proposed NN estimator to train the network parameters, then the data for validation is fed to the network to examine the performance. Later, the next epoch starts to modify and update the network for a smaller value of the loss function. Once the entire training process is finished, one can feed the test data to the trained NN estimator to perform coarse CFO estimations. As can be seen from Figure 2 , the output of proposed NN estimator is a vector indicating which candidate is the one closest to true CFO. Therefore by applying the proposed NN estimator, the coarse CFO estimation problem is transformed into a classification problem.
C. NEURAL NETWORK LAYERS IN THE NN ESTIMATOR
The architecture of proposed NN estimator is shown in 3. The proposed NN estimator contains an LSTM layer, multiple dense layers with a sigmoid activation layer and a dense layer with a softmax activation layer for output. In the proposed NN estimator, LSTM layer is firstly employed to extract the time sensitive features brought by CFO. Then dense layers are employed to learn the rules for coarse CFO estimation. It can also be observed that a data reshaping and selection module is employed before proposed NN network.
1) PREPROCESSING: DATA RESHAPING AND SELECTION MODULE
We assume that the network has no prior knowledge about the number of antennas in the MIMO system, therefore a data reshaping and selection module is introduced to make the NN estimator more generic and adaptive to different numbers of antennas.
The data reshaping and selection module takes the received signal and format it to a certain shape. Since the number of receive antennas l r is not know to the NN estimator, the data reshaping and selection module conducts a cross-antenna sort so that data fed to NN estimator contains CFO information gathered from all receive antennas. Consider the received signal is y ∈ C N ×l r (see also Section II), the input size of proposed NN estimator is L × 2. The input has two channels, one for real part of the received signal and the other for imaginary part. Once the signal is detected, the data reshaping and selection module takes one block of symbols from each antenna in turn, concatenates the blocks of symbols and feeds the concatenated sequence to input memory until full. The diagram of how data reshaping and selection module works is shown in Figure 4 . If the received signal does not fill up the input memory, zeros padding is employed.
2) LSTM LAYER
An LSTM layer, as shown in Figure 5 , has a number of connected LSTM units (σ is a sigmoid function). Each general LSTM unit consists of a cell, a forget gate, an input gate and an output gate. As can be seen, when the output of last cell and the input of current cell are obtained, the forget gate tells how much information will be removed from the last cell state. Later, the updated cell state is added by a value given from input gate. The value is obtained from a function of the input of current cell and the output of last cell; Finally, the output gate computes the output of current LSTM unit, and transfers the output as well as current cell state to the next LSTM unit. Since the architecture of LSTM units makes them sensitive to important events in a time series, the LSTM layer is suitable for time series data processing and classification.
Usually, the larger number of LSTM units are cascaded in an LSTM layer, the more features of time series data can be collected. However, when the number of LSTM units is greater than the size of input data under which case zero padding is needed, no extra amount of features should be expected. In our case, the number of LSTM units in the LSTM layer is 128. However it is adjustable according to different frame structure.
3) DENSE LAYERS
The dense layer has a straightforward architecture, easy-touse features for mapping and regression and it has been proven to be a universal approximator as long as the number of nodes is sufficient [25] . On the other hand, unfortunately, due to the fact that a dense layer does not take any sequential data, it is insensitive to time related features of the input signal. Therefore, the dense layers (or hidden layers in this letter) are responsible for mapping the LSTM layer output features to the classification results.
In dense layers the information always moves forward and never goes backwards. The structure of dense layers in the proposed NN estimator is shown in Figure 6 . The first dense layer takes input data and then in each hidden layer, every single node takes data fed from the nodes in previous layer, multiplies the data with weights, adds biases and feeds to the next layer. 
4) ACTIVATION LAYERS
Activation layer is a layer made of a number of activation functions, and it is an important part of a neural network. The activation function defines whether a node is activated or to what level the node is activated. An activation layer takes the output data from previous layer and maps the values into a bounded range. The activation functions used in the activation layers in proposed NN estimator are listed in Table 2 . Note that both the input and output of softmax layer are vectors.
As may be noticed in Figure 3 , the activation layer for the last dense layer is a soft-max layer. This soft-max layer also prepares the data for the calculation of loss of the proposed neural network. Since the number of CFO candidates (classes) is more than 2, the loss function used in the proposed NN estimator is a categorical cross-entropy function.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, simulations are conducted to analyze the performance of proposed NN estimator. The accuracy and performance of proposed NN estimator is presented and discussed in a variety of aspects including SNR range, channel models, number of antennas and CFO acquisition range. Simulations of some traditional synchronization algorithms are also conducted under same conditions as the guideline of performance evaluation. It is shown in the results that the proposed approach has consistent performance over a wide SNR range, and has the largest acquisition range among all tested coarse CFO estimation approaches. Meanwhile, the proposed NN estimator accommodates all the channel models we mentioned in Section II, as well as tested numbers of antennas.
A. CONFIGURATIONS FOR NN ESTIMATOR: TRAINING AND TESTING
In Section III, the proposed NN estimator is discussed while some details about the NN are not revealed for network training and testing. These detailed configurations for NN estimator training and testing are as follow.
1) TRAINING CONFIGURATIONS
• In simulations, the center frequency is 2.4GHz and sampling frequency is 10MHz. However, instead of presenting CFO in Hz, we normalize the CFO so that the frequency offset presented as a ratio to sampling frequency:f δ t b . The training dataset is generated across the normalized CFO range (−0.5, 0.5] with 0.01 resolution ([−0.49, −0.48, . . . , 0.5]).
• The training dataset contains 5 different MIMO systems: 2 × 2, 3 × 3, 4 × 4, 5 × 5 and 6 × 6.
• All 3 channel models discussed in Section II are included in the training dataset.
• For flat/slow fading channel, the channel coefficient h t,r has symmetric complex Gaussian distribution
and σ 2 h t,r = 1, ∀t, r.2 • For multipath channel, we randomly generate the number of multipath and delay spread for each path. The delay spread should be less than the length of pilot signal (32 symbol periods). In our case, we set the delay spreads to be 10 symbol periods or less for shorter simulation time.
• There are 32 QPSK pilot symbols in each frame, and the pilot signal on each antenna is orthogonal to others. The length of payload symbols in each frame is 64. The payload symbols are randomly generated for simulations, but since proposed NN estimator is a pilot-added method, the randomly generated payload symbols does not contribute to the training.
• The input size of proposed NN estimator is 128, and the length of each pilot block (defined at the beginning of Section III-B) for data reshaping is 8. Therefore, the maximum number of receive antennas that the proposed NN can accommodate is 128 8 = 16.
• To avoid the disturbance of noise in training process, the SNR is assumed to be infinity. Under this case, the NN estimator could learn the estimation rules accordingly without the impairment from noise.
• There are 1000 frames per channel model per system per CFO candidate. According to the given conditions above, the datasets contains 100 normalized CFO candidates, 3 channel models and 5 MIMO systems. Therefore, the total number of frames contained in the training dataset is 1500000.
• When training the NN estimator, the batch size is set to be 15000 (10% of the training dataset) and the training process in total has 200 epochs.
2) TESTING CONFIGURATIONS
• Test cases are as follows: (1 (2), SNR = 0dB; (6) Test for multipath channel over different normalized CFOs in the set {−0.5, −0.45, . . . , 0.45, 0.5}, where the channel is the same as described in (3), SNR = 0dB.
• The testing datasets are generated according to test cases instead of an ensemble of datasets containing all test cases.
• 10000 frames are generated and tested per SNR per antenna size in test case (1) - (3); 10000 frames are generated and tested per normalized CFO per antenna size in test case (4) - (6).
B. PERFORMANCE OVER SNR RANGE
To analysis the performance of proposed NN estimator, we generate testing dataset with different SNRs, ranging from −10dB to 2dB at 2dB resolution. As mentioned in Section III-B, the scheme of NN estimator is classifying the CFO candidate closest to real CFO value f δ , which is inspired by the ML based grid search coarse CFO estimation method. Therefore, we also conduct simulations for the ML based grid search method [24] as performance evaluation guideline. The performance evaluation metric used in this section is probability of success, which is the probability that estimators successfully classify the optimal coarse CFO candidate (candidate closest to f δ ). Figure 7 (test case (1) in Section IV-A.2) shows the performance of proposed NN estimator and grid search method in AWGN channel. As can be seen, the probability of success increases rapidly along with SNR. The performance of proposed NN estimator, under the same condition is better than the grid search method, especially at low SNRs. In the meantime, we can observe that the number of antennas could improve the coarse CFO estimation performance of a MIMO system in AWGN channel. Figure 8 (test case (2) in Section IV-A.2) and 9 (test case (3) in Section IV-A.2) show the performances of coarse CFO estimators in flat/slow fading and multipath channel, respectively. From Figure 8 , we can draw similar conclusion that the probability of success of estimators grows with the increment of SNR, and the proposed NN estimator has a better performance comparing to grid search method.
For multipath channel, however, the probability of success of grid search method is less than 20% throughout the tested SNR range, regardless of the number of antennas. This performance degradation is brought by the limited assumptions of channel model. Therefore in Figure 9 , it can be concluded that the ML based grid search method can not be applied directly to multipath channel. On the other hand, taking the advantage of adequate training dataset, the proposed NN estimator still shows a promising performance in multipath channel.
Taking Figure 7 -9 together and we can observe that the probability of success for multipath channel is lower than AWGN and flat/slow fading channels. This observation also reflects the higher complexity of multipath channel. In addition, the proposed NN estimator can accurately select the optimal CFO candidate under all test cases for SNR > 0dB, showing a high probability of success (around 100%) as long as the signal energy is higher than noise energy. Considering the fact that in real world, SNR > 0dB is guaranteed under most of the conditions for successful transmissions, the performance of proposed NN estimator is promising.
C. CFO ACQUISITION RANGE
The CFO acquisition range is another dimension for performance analysis. The wider the acquisition range, the better a MIMO system could survive large CFOs. Similar to Section IV-B, the tests of CFO acquisition range are performed in AWGN, flat/slow fading and multipath channels. As can be seen from Figure 10 , 11 and 12 (test case (4) - (6) in Section IV-A.2 respectively), the probability of success of proposed NN estimator stays around 100% across the entire trained range (−0.5 to 0.5) and all tested channel models. The only exception is the 2 × 2 MIMO system around −0.3 normalized CFO in which case the probability of success is about 90%.
For ML based grid search method in a 2 × 2 MIMO system with AWGN and flat/slow fading channels, severe degradation can be observed in range [−0.15, −0.05] and [0.05, 0.15] of normalized CFO. The CFO acquisition range of ML based grid search method is up to 0.25 of the sampling frequency. Therefore, the CFO acquisition range of proposed NN estimator is twice as wide as the acquisition range of ML based grid search method. In multipath channel, the coarse CFO estimation process of grid search method is likely to be a ''random selection'' within acquisition range and shows a great performance degradation. This observation also verifies that the ML based grid search method in [24] does not work for multipath channel.
The proposed estimator also has the advantage of being compatible with multipath channel, comparing to grid search method.
As some other studies conducted in [16] , the acquisition range of closed form ML based fine CFO estimation for flat/slow fading channel is up to 0.25 for 2 × 2 MIMO system and up to 0.125 for 4 × 4 MIMO system. There are three other closed form CFO estimators mentioned and compared in [16] , and the acquisition ranges of these estimators are less than 0.05.
D. COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS: CHANNEL MODEL AND NUMBER OF ANTENNAS
In this paper, the proposed NN is trained with data from MIMO systems with different channel models and different numbers of antennas. From the results shown above, the proposed NN estimator is adaptive to all trained channel models as well as MIMO systems with different numbers of antennas. Consider a change of the wireless environment which results in a change of channel model, the methods derived for specific channel model will not work. Under this case, the proposed NN estimator may be considered as a better solution to accommodate the change. Meanwhile, the wide acquisition range of proposed NN estimator helps a MIMO system survive when it is suffering severe CFO impairment. With the ability of accommodating different channel models and change of number of antennas, it can be concluded that the proposed NN estimator has higher compatibility to different system models, and can easily fit in different MIMO systems if trained using an adequate dataset.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an NN estimator is proposed for coarse CFO estimation in MIMO systems. The proposed NN estimator is adaptive to different channel models, numbers of antennas, and shows promising performance on coarse CFO estimations. Meanwhile, the proposed NN estimator has wider acquisition range, which helps the MIMO system survive when severe CFO impairment is encountered. With its promising performance and higher compatibility, the proposed NN estimator could provide inspiration of designing traditional wireless systems in a ''smarter'' way in the future.
